Let H be a group, let {G ( : i e 1} be a set of groups and, for each i, let 9 t be a a monomorphism: H -* G t , with H9 t = Hi. We call such a system of groups and monomorphisms an amalgam and denote it by [G { ; H; 9,; / / , ] If G is an 1-group (lattice ordered group), a subgroup which is also a sublattice is called an 1-subgroup. If His an 1-subgroup of G and if the mapping C -» C n H is a one-to-one correspondence between the lattice of 1-subgroups of G and those of if then Conrad [2] called G an a-extension of H. In his discussion of a-extensions Conrad has shown that amalgams of the form [G;; H; 9 t ; H t ] are embeddable where the G ; are a-extensions of the H { and the H t all belong to one of a number of classes of 1-groups. In a sense, the second section of this note considers the other extreme to Conrad's results. In section two, we consider the problem of embedding the amalgam [G,; H; 0,; H t ], where H and G t are 1-groups, the H t are convex 1-subgroups and the 9 t are 1-monomorphisms (lattice and group monomorphisms), into an 1-group G. It is shown that if, for each i, H t is in the centre of G t then the amalgam is embeddable and if each G t is abelian then the amalgam may be embedded in an abelian 1-group.
G { are 1-groups and the H t are convex 1-subgrcups, is weakly embeddable if there exists an 1-group G and 1-monomorphisms 9 t : G -*• G t such that 9 i q> i = djcpj, for all i,j: that is, we drop the intersection preserving requirements.
K. Pierce (University of Wisconsin) has provided an example (unpublished) to show that the amalgam [G ( ; H; #,-; i7J, where the H t are abelian 1-subgroups of the 1-groups G ; , cannot, in general, be even weakly embedded in an 1-group.
Unfortunately, on account of the restrictions placed on the subgroups H t to be amalgamated, these results do not permit the kind of interesting applications treated by B. H. Neumann in (9) and by Higman, Neumann and Neumann in [5] .
Finally, I would like to thank R. Gregorac for his many comments and criticisms, especially for pointing out an over ambitious claim in Theorem 4.1 as originally stated.
Preliminary results
We refer the reader to [1] and [4] for basic results on 1-groups. For any totally oidered set X, we denote by P{X) the lattice ordered group of automorphisms (that is, order preserving permutatiois) of X.
A convex 1-subgroup A of an 1-group G is called prime if the set R(A) of right ccsets of A can be totally ordered by defining A + x g A+y if a + x ^ y for some a e A. For further discussion of prime subgroups see [3] and [6] . Whenever A is a prime subgroup of an 1-group G, G/A will denote the set cf right cosets of A ordered in this way. ( [6] ).
If {G y : y e F(G)} is the set of all prime subgroups of G, if we totally order F(G) and then order the set of all left cosets C(G) of all prime subgroups of G by G y + a > G' y + a' if y > y' or y = y' and G y + a > G y + a' (in the order defined in the previous paragraph) then we can obtain a faithful representation of G as an 1-subgroup of P(C(G)), (Holland [6] ). [3 ] Permutational products 27
The isomorphism n' in Lemma 1.1 is defined as follows. PROOF. We take £' to be the obvious isomorphism defined by (B+x')C = (/I n JB) + X, where JC e .4 and iJ + x' = 5 + x.
Let G be an l-group, H an l-ideal and G v a prime subgroup of G. Let £ y be the Holland representation of G on G/G r Let n y be the 1-isomorphism of P(GfG y ) onto P((G y + H)lG y x GI(G y + H)) defined as in Lemma 1.1. Let ( y be the 1-isomorphism of P((G y '+H)lG y x G/(G y + H)) onto P(H/H n G y x GI(G y + H)) induced by the order isomorphism of (G y + H)jG y onto HjH n G y defined as in Lemma 1.2. Thus £, y n y i y is an 1-homomorphism of G into P(H/H n G y xG/(G y + H)). We write «P y = ^7ij,C y .
Permutational products
Let {G; i e /} be a set of distinct 1-groups and, for each i, let // ; be a convex 1-subgroup of Gj contained in the centre of G ; . Let H be an l-group and, for each /, 61: H -» Hi be an 1 -isomorphism. We wish to embed the amalgam [G ; ; if; Q t ; H t ] in an l-group. For any prime subgroup H y of H, H y 9 t is a prime subgroup of H t and 0 ; induces an order isomorphism of HjH y onto HJH^i, which we also denote by 81. We introduce a dummy symbol 1.
We denote by {H y : y e r{H)} ({if,-,,, :y;er(i/;)}) the set of prime subgroups of H(Hi). Let F{H) be endowed with some total order, then we can order the set of right cosets C(H) of the prime subgroups of H by defining H y + x > H y + x' if either y > y' or y = / and H y + x > H y + x'. We extend the order on C(i/) to C(if) 1 = C(/7) u {1} by defining 1 to be the least element. Similarly, let C{H^) denote the set of right cosets of the prime subgroups of i/ ; . Then 0 ; determines a bijection of C(H) onto C(H t ) which is an order isomorphism when restricted to the cosets of an individual prime subgroup of H. Thus 8 t induces an ordering of C(H t ) extending that on the cosets of the individual prime subgroups.
For each i e /, let {G i>y : y e r(Gi)} denote the set of prime subgroups of G ; and let {G iy : y e /^(G;)} denote the set of prime subgroups of G f containing H t . Order /^(G;) and then the set of cosets C(G f ) of the prime subgroups G i-y with 7 e F^Gi) just as C(H) was ordered.
It has been shown by Conrad [3] that, for any convex 1-subgroup K of an of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700010570
1-group L, the mapping a : A -> A n AT is a bijection from the set of prime subgroups of L that do not contain K to those of K. So, for each i, we denote by a t the correspondence between the prime subgroups of G ; not containing H t and the prime subgroups of H,.
We define a subset T of the cartesian product of C{H) 1 and the sets C(G;), considered as the set of (choice) functions p from / = / u {a} such that p(a) e C (HY and p(i) 
(i) > q(i) for the first element iel for which p(i) # q(i) or p(i) = q(i), for all i e /, and p(a) > q(a.).
We now represent each G t as a 1-subgroup of P(T). Similarly, we will find that p(hOj(pj) = #. Thus 0,-cp,-= 0j<Pj for all i, j while clearly, for any i, j , k, GiVi n G^j = Q GiCPi = H0 t (p t .
i
We call the 1-subgroup of P(T) generated by the 1-subgroups G^i the l-permutational product of the I-groups G t with the \-subgroups H t amalgamated.
Thus we have shown THEOREM 
Let {G { : iel} be a set of l-groups, {Hi : ie 1} a set of convex l-subgroups such that H t is in the centre of G t , let H be an l-group and, for each i, 0; be an l-isomorphism of H onto H^. Then there exists an l-group P, the l-permutational product of the l-groups G t with the 1-subgroups H t amalgamated, and 1-isomorphisms </ >; of G, into P such that 9 t (p( = OjCpj for all i,j, G^ n Gjcpj = Q,G;(Pi = H9 k ,for all i,j, k, and P is generated as an l-group by {G;^,}. Moreover, if all the G t are abelian, then so is P.
The last remark of the theorem follows since it can easily be shown that the elements of G^; commute with the elements of Gj<p } (provided i # j). Thus, if the G f are all abelian then {G.-CJO,} generates an abelian subgroup of P and hence an abelian 1-subgroup of P.
Note: We point out that the class of l-groups with non-trivial convex central 1-subgroups does contain non-abelian members. Suppose that G is a torsion free nilpotent group with lower central series
and torsion free factors 7i(G)ly i+l (G) . Let the torsion free abelian group y n (G) be endowed with some lattice order: provided the rank of y n (G) is not one, one could of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700010570 ensure that this is not a total order. Let each torsion free abelian factor y,(G)/ y i + 1 (G), i T 4 n, be endowed with some total order. Then the order defined on G as follows is a lattice order, with respect to which G is an 1-group: for a e y,(G)\ y i+1 (G) define a to be positive if y i+1 (G) + a is positive in y,(G)/)>; +1 (G). Then y n (G) is a convex central 1-subgroup.
Permutational products of 0-groups
To form the permutational product of totally ordered groups with certain normal convex subgroups amalgamated we need not resort to the Holland representation of an 1-group. We may proceed directly, as for groups.
Let {Gi : i e / } be a set of 0-groups, {H t : i e 1} a set of normal convex subgroups, H an 0-group and, for each i, let 9 t be an O-isomorphism of H onto Hi. For each i, select a set of representatives C{H t ) = {h t , a} of the right cosets of Hi in G : . Let T be the cartesian product of H with the C (//,), considered as the set of choice functions p from / u {a} such that p
(a.) e H, p(i) e C(H t ). We order Thy first well ordering / a n d then defining/) > q if p(i) > q(i), where i is the first element of/for which p(i) ^ q(i), or p(i) = q(i) for all i e / a n d p(a) > q(a).
For any element g t of G ; we define an element p gi ofP(T) as follows: pp gi = q where />(O+(p(«))0j + 0i = ?(0 + (?( a ))^j» a n d ?(j) = P{j)> f°r ' ^jel. Now define p t : G t -* P(T) by ^,p,-= p 9 i . Then, for each i, p x is an O-isomorphism of G ; into P(T) such that 0,p ; = Ojpj, for all /, y and G t p t n GyP; = We call the 1-subgroup /> 0 of P(T) generated by the set of Gfii the \-permutational product of the 0-groups G t with amalgamated subgroups Hi. In general, P o is not an 0-group. However, THEOREM 
If, for each i, H t is in the centre ofG-, then P o is an 0-subgroup of P(T). If each G t is abelian so is P o .
PROOF. It is straightforward to show that if H t is in the centre of G ; , for all /, then elements from distinct G;P; commute. Hence, if the G f are themselves abelian, so will the 1-subgroup generated by the G;P; be abelian.
It then follows that the group generated by the G,p ; is just the generalized direct product D of the G. The graphs of such a pair are given in Figure 1 . 
